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ABSTRACT

Female student-athletes are an understudied population that are exposed to athletic stressors in addition to academic and social stressors. This study is designed to investigate the physiological and psychological well-being during the spring season in female Division I soccer players. During the 2017 spring season, participants competed in five matches over five weeks and participated in three to four soccer training sessions in between match days. To measure well-being, both objective and subjective measures were used. Activation state was collected via the Activation Deactivation Adjective Checklist (AD-ACL) before all matches. Heart rate and heart rate variability were measured during all matches via Polar Team Pro System (Kempele, Finland). Sources and symptoms of stress, measured via Daily Analysis of Life Demands in Athletes (DALDA), and symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection measured via Wisconsin Upper Respiratory Symptom Survey (WURSS-21) were collected once each week. Monthly measures of sleep quality were collected via the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI). Results indicated that energy-arousal increased from the first to final match, and was directly related to pass success percentage and number of tackles in midfielders. Freshman found training stressors to be worse than normal more often and experienced more severe cold symptoms than other academic years. Players who incurred a larger amount of match time had a greater degree of trouble motivating themselves to complete tasks outside of soccer. These observations signify the link between physiological well-being and psychological well-being, in addition to the combined impact of these characteristics on athletic and academic performance. Soccer players and staff should be aware of the transfer of fatigue that may occur between athletic and academic endeavors.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The well-being of an individual can be considered the conscious or subconscious condition of existence of a person. In a more general sense, the Centers for Disease Control [1] states that well-being reflects physical, mental/psychological, and social dimensions. While there is a lack of consensus as to wording of the definition of well-being, there is agreement as to the multidimensional nature of the concept. Specifically, well-being can be thought of as a constellation of physical/economic/social/emotional/psychological well-being along with aspects of development and activity, life satisfaction, satisfaction within a specific domain, and engaging in activities and work [2-8]. The importance of well-being is underscored by the fact that across different study designs, higher well-being is related to improved health, less illness, better immune functioning, and faster recovery, a proposed outcome of positive well-being [9-14]. These findings seem to be robust regardless of assessing well-being with subjective or objective measures [CDC]. The strength and consistency of these findings may be due, in part, to the heritability of well-being [15, 16], although the importance of environmental factors must be considered as well [17, 18].

When applied to National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) student-athletes, in particular those competing at the Division I level, there are numerous substantial challenges to well-being that are encountered. Such demands include academic expectations (e.g., maintaining eligibility, class attendance, staying current with assignments relative to travel schedule, attending study halls) and athletic stressors (e.g., competition/practice, physical training in- and off-season, injury rehabilitation, team dynamics) as well as the normal challenges faced by college students including maintaining healthy behaviors (e.g., proper sleep, eating habits), illness, and socialization (e.g., developing friendships, extended periods away from family). In short, relative to the missions of both academic institutions and athletic programs, student-athletes evidently have considerable pressure to achieve in a short time. In addition to psychological stress, student-athletes experience extensive physiological stress when training and competing in their sport. While overloading, the concept of submitting your body to a greater physical stress than previously accustomed to elicit physiological adaptations, is necessary in sport training,
determining appropriate overload in terms of physiological stress can be difficult to determine and may differ between players.

The NCAA acknowledged these challenges to the student-athlete starting with the initial Growth, Opportunities, Aspirations and Learning of Students in College (GOALS) study in 2006 [19]. Reexamination of topics of the study, including both the college athletic and academic experience, social experience, and health and well-being have taken place in 2010 and most recently 2015. Results of the most recent survey administration are based on over 21,000 respondents across 600 institutions representing all NCAA divisions. It is interesting to note some of the study findings compared to dimensions of well-being. Specifically, when compared to the 2010 results, Division I student-athletes reported more time spent on both athletic (32 hrs.wk\(^{-1}\) vs. 34 hrs.wk\(^{-1}\)) and academic activities (35.5 hrs.wk\(^{-1}\) vs. 38.5 hrs.wk\(^{-1}\)); a majority noted devoting more time to athletic activities in the off-season than during the competitive season; female Division I student-athletes stated a desire to spend less time on athletics as well as more time to visit family and for socialization; and sleeping less (13 minute difference compared to 2010 findings) although no change in quality of sleep. These findings might help explain the prevalence of approximately 30% of respondents reporting mental health challenges within the past month, experiencing insufficient energy to carry on with tasks outside of their sport due to the sport-specific demands, and feeling mentally exhausted from the requirements of their sport. Despite these concerbing results, the NCAA GOALS report does note positive responses relative to student-athletes who seek out mental health services [19].

The interaction between psychological and physiological stressors only serves to significantly challenge and potentially comprise the well-being of Division I student-athletes. Previous experimental research in student-athletes corroborates the assertion that this population experiences higher than average perceived stress due to their uniquely demanding schedules [20, 21]. This higher perceived stress and accompanying challenge to well-being is evidenced in findings across different athlete populations and measures of well-being.

Physical well-being is challenged over the course of a competitive season of training and competition, and only seems to be increasing according to the GOALS study [19]. The physiological impact of collegiate soccer matches can require recovery for several days, however this is very rarely
possible. Both male and female soccer players have been shown to average about 86% of maximal heart rate (HR\textsubscript{max}) during matches lasting 90 minutes [22, 23], was well as 87±4% HR\textsubscript{max} during 5 v 5 small-sided competitions [24]. Measures of heart rate and HR\textsubscript{max} during small-sided matches are useful, as this form of training is used frequently in soccer training. Cardiovascular load, calculated by multiplying heart rate reserve (HRR; HR\textsubscript{max} – resting HR) by duration (playing time), is another potentially valuable measure to examine the effects of training or matches relative to each player. Previous research states that changes in velocity as well as moderate decelerations were higher in 5 v 5 small-sided matches compared to typical 11 v 11 matches, indicating potentially greater muscle damage due to eccentric contractions [25]. Additional research on physical stress via heavy resistance training emphasizes the importance of adequate recovery [26]. Such evidence suggests that over a season, physical well-being may be more dependent on training and recovery than what happens in and around competitions.

Additional evidence of the outcomes of the physical demands of training and competition is the increase in secreted cortisol. Cortisol is a stress hormone that is generally elevated in preparation for or in response to a stressful event, enhancing proteolysis as well as reducing protein synthesis [27, 28]. Elevated cortisol during recovery diminishes the process of muscle rebuilding. Extremely elevated levels of cortisol have been shown in female collegiate soccer players during matches as well as in male soccer players more than half way through an 11-week in-season period [29, 30]. Cortisol levels have been shown to be related to decrements in essential power-based soccer performance measures [30].

High levels of stress hormones, such as cortisol, may potentially compromise the immune system of a player. Mucosal immunity is the first line of defense against airborne pathogens entering the respiratory tract, and therefore is a good indicator of infection risk. Secretory immunoglobulin A (SIgA) is an antibody secreted primarily in saliva that responds to the presence of a foreign antibody by way of an increased secretion rate. Physical activity that is high in volume, such as running a marathon [31], and repeated prolonged, strenuous physical activity, such as triathlon competition, [32] may cause a depression in SIgA. This sort of volume is characteristic of soccer training and competitions. For example, male soccer players have exhibited higher SIgA secretion rates prior to official matches compared to simulated matches [33], suggesting mucosal immunity may be sensitive to the nature of the stress. At this time, a lack of research examining the SIgA response in Division I female soccer athletes to similar stimuli.
exists. The investigation of SlgA secretion rate over a series of matches would be valuable in determining the changes in physical well-being.

Alpha amylase (AA) makes up another component of mucosal immunity which prevents bacteria from binding in the oral cavity. AA activity was shown to increase following intermittent cycling at 100% VO$_2$max. At 5, 15, and 30 minutes after stopping, AA had decreased significantly [34]. Such a decrease exposes the body to an “open window” during which time antigens could more easily enter the bloodstream and cause illness or infection. Twelve weeks of soccer training significantly increased AA secretion rate [35], demonstrating enhanced mucosal immunity, yet the AA response may be different in female soccer players. Researchers [36] reported significant increases in AA post-exercise in females whereas previous research reported the opposite in males. Confounding this line of inquiry are studies reporting that female soccer players demonstrated depressed AA prior to a match compared to their baseline levels [37]. While there is a great deal of information concerning the changes in AA around exercise and competition, there is a lack of research examining the effects of multiple competitions on AA, particularly in elite female soccer players.

Closely aligned with these physical well-being outcomes are findings specific to psychological well-being. If Division I student athletes have to cope with the physical demands of their sport, this could result in psychological decrements such as low energy levels and other measures of well-being. For example, professional rugby players remained in a low energy state throughout the entirety of a 28-day study period, including match play, training, and rest days [38]. Diurnal variations in energy arousal and tension arousal lead to lower energy in the mid- to late-afternoon. Given the academic and athletic demands of the Division I student-athlete, it is reasonable to assume that student-athletes could experience low energy for greater parts of the day. This may help explain how problem-assessment has been reported to be effected by low energy state, possibly stemming from elevated perceived stress in student-athletes [39]. “Burnout,” a psychological syndrome characterized by chronically decreased feelings of pride and vigor, tends to be exhibited in athletes losing engagement in their sport [40], suggestive of chronic low energy. It is worth noting that the NCAA included burnout questions in the 2015 GOALS survey, suggesting a relationship with well-being [19]. Furthermore, surrogate measures of well-being, such as life satisfaction [21] and life demands [3] in student-athletes show sensitivity to greater
perceived stress and increased training strain. To date, there does not appear to be research investigating the energy-tension arousal state of Division I female soccer players over an extended period of time such as a competitive season or semester.

Studies examining differences between winning/losing teams [41], recovery [42], and the stress response [29] from a single match have been published. Few studies have been published looking at similar measures over the course of a full season or multiple matches. Thus, there appears to be two primary voids in the literature: (a) a lack of research into changes in psychological and physiological well-being over the course of a season using reliable and validated objective and subjective measures of well-being, as argued previously [30] and (b) a gap in the extant literature regarding Division I female student-athletes. The purpose of this study is to investigate the physiological and psychological well-being of collegiate varsity women’s soccer players during the spring season. Hypothesized outcomes include elevated salivary cortisol and depressed AA and SIgA compared to baseline over the course of a five-week season; progressively increased cardiovascular measures (%HRR and cardiovascular load) during matches over the course of a five-week season; elevated tension-arousal, associated decreased soccer-specific performance measures, and depressed energy-arousal, associated with decreased distance covered per minute of playing time, prior to matches over the course of a five-week season; increased daily life demands over the course of a five-week season; increased incidence of upper respiratory tract infection symptoms over the course of a five-week season and in players with high playing time; and decreased sleep quality during the month of competition compared to the month prior to competition and in players with high playing time.
CHAPTER 2.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There remains a general lack of information regarding the well-being of athletes, presumably because of the multidimensional nature of the construct. Thus, efforts need to be focused on areas that can improve the well-being of athletes, especially those athletes who have multiple threats to his or her well-being. One such population are female collegiate soccer players, particularly those playing at the National Colligate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I level. The complex physiological and psychological demands placed on female student-athletes in their athletic setting are further compounded by the stresses of daily life and the strain of maintaining academic eligibility. This constellation of both on-field and off-field demands can make them female college athletes vulnerable to poor health and overall reduced well-being. Gaining an understanding on the effects of soccer training and competition during a spring season on physiological and psychological well-being of female collegiate soccer players may help coaches and the training staff with information as to how to design training to keep the athletes healthy.

Success in any sporting endeavor entails significant amounts of physical conditioning and sport-specific preparation. Coaches and training staff design periods of training that challenge the athlete physically and mentally. “Overreaching” is another term found often in the literature, referring to excessive training over a short period of time (functional overreaching) [43], or long-term overreaching (non-functional overreaching), which can lead to performance decrements lasting weeks or months [44, 45]. Such prolonged decrements may then result in the more detrimental concepts of staleness or burnout. The terms “staleness” and “burnout” often arise in the conversation of athlete well-being, and their meaning is important for researchers to understand. Several authors have cited literature that describes burnout as a “negative emotional reaction to sport participation” and staleness as “affective and physiological maladaptive responses to intense training” [46-48]. These terms cover negative psychological and physiological outcomes to the well-being of an athlete. Past research points to high levels of staleness in elite and collegiate female athletes [49, 50] as well as higher levels of burnout in female athletes in NCAA Division I and II compared to male athletes [51, 52], making the need for research into this topic specifically concerning females even more necessary. Failure to be sensitive to the physical and psychological demands placed upon the female soccer player has dire consequences.
Both physiological and psychological stressors can negatively impact the overall well-being of a student-athlete, and signs/symptoms are not always visible. This brings up a crucial question: what are the major sources of stress for female collegiate soccer players and how do they impact this group? The purpose of this review is to investigate previous findings concerning the possible sources and symptoms of stress for female collegiate soccer players and the effect that these stressors have on psychological and physiological well-being.

2.1 Sources of Stress

While sources of stress may vary from player to player, previous research has revealed the primary stressors experienced by female collegiate soccer players. Competitive matches apply both acute and chronic physiological and psychological stress. Training for competitive matches consists of a higher volume of stress compared to the matches themselves, and various physiological and psychological changes may occur during this period. Such changes can be monitored through understanding of the cardiovascular, neurological, and biological markers that are indicative of positive and negative adaptations.

2.1.1 Competitive Match Play

In NCAA Division I women's soccer, two games are generally scheduled over the course of three days each week; a single recovery day and three days of training lead up to the next pair of games. High-level female soccer players have been shown to average between 9 and 11 kilometers during a 90 minute competitive match, including high-intensity running for an average of 1.3 miles [22, 53]. In addition, seasons may last up to 132 days, meaning countless practice hours on the field and in the weight room [54]. An intensive environment such as this will undoubtedly promote many physiological adaptations as well as challenge physiological systems and tax mental resources. In-season collegiate soccer training places substantial physiological demands on the student athletes. Playing two games per week is a quite prevalent for current soccer players [55], and this approach indicates that the limited training times available can become high-pressure situations.

2.1.2 Soccer Training and Practice

Athletes spend more time in training than in competition, potentially provoking a greater psychological and physiological stress response compared to competition. The Yo-Yo Intermittent
Recovery test involves repeated sprints at increasing intensity with 10 seconds rest in between each sprint. With this in mind, decreased maximal heart rate (HR$_{\text{max}}$) during Yo-Yo Intermittent Recovery test level 1 (Yo-Yo IR1) shown in elite male soccer players following both preseason ($p < 0.004$, ES: 1.68) and in-season ($p = 0.02$) training bouts [56, 57] would likely be reflected in female players. Coaches use a variety of training techniques such as technical, tactical, and modified-game training in order to prepare players for the high volume of the game schedule. Small-sided games have become a popular training tool for coaches due to the ability to incorporate technical, tactical, as well as game-type situational training. Various studies have demonstrated small-sided games during training elicit similar cardiovascular stress as those seen in matches [58, 59]. An average of 87.9 % HR$_{\text{peak}}$ during small sided games of 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-a-side has been reported in amateur male soccer players who trained two or three times per week [59]. Training strain is a measure of internal training load calculated as TL multiplied by monotony. The use of varying field dimensions for these small-sided games have been shown to elicit different levels of physiological strain, with higher levels exhibited during games in which fewer players were involved and the playing area is smaller [60, 61], specifically, 3 versus 3 players on any sized playing area compared to 4 vs 4, 5 vs 5, and 6 vs 6. This relationship is suggested to be caused by increased time on the ball, increasing energy expenditure [62], when fewer players are present.

Small-sided games may be beneficial to the players as well as the coaches due to the physiological benefits and glimpse into changes in physiological well-being. Though 6 vs 6 small-sided games have been shown to elicit the greatest cardiovascular stress response, specifically when the field is small as shown during 8 min 6-a-side in male soccer players (70±11% HR$_{\text{max}}$ vs 76±10% HR$_{\text{max}}$, $p < 0.01$)[60], the decreased field size could decrease Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) in players [61]. RPE has been shown to correlate with %HR$_{\text{peak}}$ ($\beta = 0.449$, $p < 0.001$) and blood lactate concentration ([BLA-] $\beta = 0.436$, $p < 0.001$), both traditional markers of physiological stress [59]. This study was conducted in male soccer players, and the same correlation was shown in males during treadmill and cycle ergometer protocols[63]. There is a lack of female soccer-specific studies examining the relationship between HR and [BLA-]. RPE could also offer a helpful reference point for detecting negative changes in well-being over a repeated practice plan in players that does not involve blood sampling; an elevation in a player’s RPE following a similar training session could indicate a negative change in well-being.
Staleness in cyclists has been shown to significantly increase their RPE at a given workload [64]. There is a lack of research concerning changes in RPE while experiencing staleness in female athletes.

2.1.3 Cardiovascular Stress

Cardiovascular stress could be considered the intensity that the cardiovascular system is required to work at in order to match the physical requirements of training or a match. As is the case with most high-level endurance athletes, cardiovascular stress and adaptations are exhibited extensively in soccer players. While there is a lack of literature on the physiological profile of female soccer players, what is available well be reviewed and compared to the extant literature on elite male soccer athletes. The percent of maximal heart rate (%HR<sub>max</sub>) during competitive matches has been shown to be very similar in both male and female soccer athletes, approximately 86% [22, 23, 65]. Distances covered at high-intensity by elite male soccer players during tournament play have been shown to be significantly greater (p < 0.01) compared to elite female players (ES: 0.5) in the same tournament [66]. Speeds greater than 15 km∙hr⁻¹ were considered “high-intensity” in males; however with an approximately +3 km∙hr⁻¹ higher VO₂max speed seen in men, and similar distances covered at >12 km∙hr⁻¹, relative intensity of male and female soccer matches can be deemed comparable [66].

2.1.4 Neuromuscular and Biological Markers

As stated previously, two soccer games scheduled over three days is a common occurrence in female collegiate soccer, allowing for limited recovery. This short recovery period between games occurs between Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) Women’s World Cup matches as well [67]. Neuromuscular markers of sprint performance and knee extensor and flexor strength show increased fatigue immediately following a match without returning to baseline for up to 51 hours in elite female soccer players. It makes sense for soccer players to experience fatigue following a match; the physiological mechanisms underlying this fatigue show the muscular damage and breakdown that are occurring. Uric acid is one of the primary antioxidants in plasma and high levels are indicative of catabolism [68]. Uric acid recovery is slow and has been shown to be elevated 69 hours post-match [67, 69]. Creatine kinase (CK) is another biological marker normally found in skeletal muscle, but leaks into the blood following muscle damage[70]. CK has been shown to be elevated alongside decreased anaerobic performance for up to 72 hours post-match. In two separate studies, peak CK levels were
reached 21 hours (451±59 U·L$^{-1}$) in females [67] to 48 hours (950 U·L$^{-1}$) in males [42] post-match. A decrease in total distance covered ($p < 0.01$), as well as distance covered at high-intensity (1651±47 m vs 1500±49 m, $p < 0.01$) during the first and second half of competitive matches, has been shown in female players as well [66]. Full recovery from the stresses of a competitive soccer match may not occur for three or more days, during which time maximal anaerobic performance is limited in addition to the neuromuscular fatigue and skeletal muscle damage [42]. Despite this conclusion, few times during a female collegiate soccer season is full recovery feasible.

2.1.5 Academic and Social Demands

Once outside of the realm of sport, female collegiate soccer players are still very much susceptible to threats to their overall wellbeing [71]. As student athletes, they are expected to maintain high academic standards in the classroom as well as maintaining good nutritional habits and getting proper sleep.

In a study examining burnout in elite athletes, all participants acknowledged school as an important stress factor [72]. Eligibility for NCAA Division I athletes is determined in part by maintaining “good academic standing”, and assistance that is not available to the rest of the student body, such as special tutoring services or additional study guides, is prohibited from being provided to student-athletes by the NCAA [73, 74]. As such academic pressures can quickly mount for student-athletes given the burden of training, travelling for their sport, and studying. Even the most academically driven students may struggle when the psychological stress that they experienced playing their sport negatively affects their ability to focus in the classroom; a decrease in attentional control induced by acute psychological stress has been shown to continue even after the source of the stress is removed [75]. In addition, academic stresses concerning eligibility and future career success can lead to student-athletes choosing a major that is “sport friendly” due to decreased level of difficulty or decreased study time [76]. An athlete may think that reducing academic responsibility will allow for more time to train/recover or will set themselves up to earn high grades, however this view may be short sighted. The value of time for the student-athlete at school is lessened, and upon entering the workforce, they have decreased flexibility to pursue their career goals.
Socially, high-level collegiate athletics can isolate student-athletes from their non-athletic counterparts. The demands placed on student athletes that come from areas of their life other than sport can be difficult to cope with, especially in their effort to develop an identity that is more complex than simply as an athlete [50]. This may give rise to the risk of developing a “unidimensional identity”. As suggested by Coakley [77], burnout was the root of stress in athletes, especially those in high performance environments, and the cause of burnout was rooted in sport-centered identities; the focus of society on sporting success in athletes does not allow for the development of other sources of identity, especially young athletes.

This issue may stem from the fact that once recruited to become a collegiate athlete, the schedule of a student-athlete will be very structured, from classes to practices. Time available for student athletes outside of practice can be extremely limited, with the NCAA capping athletic activities at 20 hours per week and up to 4 hours per day [78]. Even during the off-season, NCAA regulations allow for up to 8 hours per week of mandatory team activities [79]. Athletes have been reported as forming an “athletic subculture” [80] that their negative academic performance was attributed to in this particular study. Lower ($p < 0.001$) verbal and math SAT scores were found in high-commitment athletes (691.5±69.06 and 702.5±61.91, resp) compared to non-athletes (736.0±55.05 and 724.3±57.74, resp) in a sample of 1349 students from an Ivy League school and 422 students from a liberal arts college. The concept of the “athletic subculture” has been reported in previous research that argued the social support of teammates helped each other cope with the limited free time allowed to them. [81]. Many times, athletes live with his or her teammates off-campus, having similar schedules and already being part of the same subgroup. With so much time spent together, the social needs of the athlete are met primarily through teammate interaction that occurs in and around the athlete’s sport [81]. This could lead to a possibly volatile support system due to teammates graduating and/or changes in team chemistry from year to year.

2.2 Identifying Physiological Stress

How an athlete feels can be indicative of their overall well-being. Subjective measures, such as muscle soreness and perceived exertion can provide insight into the impact of a training session or match through an individualized perspective. Athletes can differ greatly when it comes to how training and
matches makes them feel physiologically; understanding these differences is directly related to understanding the well-being of an athlete.

Much more common in the athletic world of today is the use of objective measuring devices to gauge the physiological impact of training and matches on athletes. Although performance measures are a very common and widely used marker of recovery, as they apply directly to the desired outcome of optimal performance, performance measures do not assess recovery on the neurological, hormonal or enzymatic level. With the use of wearable technology such as heart rate monitors and global positioning systems (GPS) devices, tracking the exertion and workload of a player is easier than in the past. Besides wearable devices, non-invasive procedures such as saliva collection can provide valuable objective data concerning the physiological response to training and matches of a player.

2.2.1 Perceived Exertion

Subjective measures that are responsive to training load (TL), the external stimulus, are considered valid when measuring fatigue, as implied by the joint statement from the European College of Sports Science (ECSS) and the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) [82]. In a study with adolescent female soccer players, average monthly TL was shown to be significantly higher previous to illness (12,442 ±409 AU vs 12,627 ±403 AU, \( p = 0.043 \)), demonstrating an association between chronic TL and increased risk of illness [83]. This finding is in support of previous evidence that training volume is not the primary cause of burnout and negatively-affected well-being, but a disproportionate training stress-to-recovery ratio [47, 50, 84]. Interestingly, a study conducted in 2016 with elite soccer players showed that perceived ratings of wellness increased significantly (\( p < .01 \), ES 0.6-0.9) with decreased daily TL (\( p < 0.05 \), ES = 0.7) in the days preceding a match. Submaximal HR, absolute HR reserve (HRR) and relative HRR (%HRR) during the last 30 seconds of a cycling test prior to each training session were not sensitive to TL (\( p > 0.05 \)) [85]. Subsequent research showed ratings of perceived fatigue to be significantly correlated to TL measured daily (\( r = -.51, \ p < 0.001 \)) [86]. Considering that TL was measured as training/match duration multiplied by session RPE in the formerly discussed Thorpe study (2016), while total high-intensity running (>14.4 km·hr⁻¹) was used as the measure of TL in the later Thorpe study (2015), the relationship between TL and subjective measures of wellness is further validated.
The general goal of subjective measures is to investigate internal TL using a different perspective than objective measures, such as HR. Respiratory and muscular perceived exertion (RPE$_{res}$ and RPE$_{mus}$, respectively) are both valid measures of internal load, as they separate perceived exertion experienced either “locally” in the muscle or experienced “centrally,” such as dyspnea and tachycardia [87]. Spanish professional players on a third tier team were shown to rate competitive matches as “very hard,” about twice as substantial in terms of TL as the hardest training day of the previous week [85, 87, 88]. In addition, RPE$_{mus}$ was reported to be significantly higher than RPE$_{res}$ (~7.4 vs ~6.4, \( p < 0.05 \)) during matches in players who played more than 70 minutes among the same population of players, although the magnitude of difference (~3%) was small. The value that subjective measures provide, a non-invasive measure that provides a perspective on the potential cause for late-game performance decrements (i.e. leg fatigue), is shown through these data.

2.2.2 Sleep Quality

Sleep problems have been shown to indicate psychological difficulties such as anxiety and depression [89]. Specifically in women, feelings of tiredness in the morning and disturbed sleep due to nightmares were significantly associated with anxiety, while extended sleep latency and tiredness during academic hours were related to depression. Even subtle decrements to sleep may be impactful; following a night of deprived sleep, college students were found more likely to choose an easy math problem to solve compared to no sleep loss (mean level of difficulty: 2.59±1.03 vs 2.84±0.83, \( p = 0.056 \)) [90]. Gaultney [91] surmised from this data that sleep-deprived students may chose easier courses in school, and perhaps sleep deprived athletes may chose low-effort behavior that negatively impact their well-being (eating fast food, not stretching, etc.).

A discrepancy may exist between athletes and non-athletes in measures of sleep. Increased sleep latency (mean differences: 13.2 minutes higher in athletes, \( p < 0.05 \)), increased time awake (mean differences: 27 minutes higher in athletes, \( p < .05 \)), and decreased sleep efficiency (mean differences: 8.1% lower in athletes, \( p < 0.05 \)) has been reported in comparison to age and sex matched non-athletes, measured using wristwatch actigraphy [92]. Sex differences within the athletic population were reported in this study as well, showing increased time awake (mean difference: 12 minutes higher in males, \( p < 0.05 \)) and decreased sleep efficiency (mean difference: 2.4 lower in males) compared to female athletes.
Training in the morning was shown by Sargent et al. [93] to reduce sleep duration and increase pre-training fatigue ($p \leq 0.01$) in athletes from a variety of different sports. These authors also showed reduced time in bed ($p = 0.001$) as well as amount of sleep during nights prior to training days ($p = 0.001$) compared to rest days, begging the question as to whether the benefits were worth the detriment to sleep. Sargent et al [94] published a similar paper examining the impact of early morning training on sleep in elite swimmers, finding that an average of 5.4 hours of sleep were attained in this population on nights prior to training sessions beginning at 06:00 hours. Frequent sleep problems as a symptom of nonfunctional overreaching/overtraining (NFOR/OT) have been shown in multiple athlete studies [45, 50, 95]. In these studies, NFOR indicates that the athlete has both a qualitative increase in training (volume or intensity), as well as a quantitative elevation in symptoms of physiological and psychological maladies. Staleness is a term that has been brought up previously, explained by Kentta, Hassmen, & Raglin (2013) [96] in their publication on staleness in youth athletes as a discrepancy between stress and sufficient recovery experienced by an athlete. These authors studied 287 young Swedish athletes and reported a mean of 2.3 (SD± 1.4) on a five-point Likert scale in the category of “Sleep disturbance” by athletes who had reported experiencing staleness in the past.

The build-up to and recovery from a competition are time periods that can certainly effect the sleep of an athlete. Physiological well-being has been discussed to be at its lowest in the 24 hours following a match. Progressive sleep improvements were seen in elite male soccer players throughout the week leading up to a match, while the substantial negative impact that the match had on the reported perceived sleep quality of the athletes were significant and apparent, as the worst night of sleep was reported the night following a match [85]. Prior to an important match, 62.3% of German athletes reported that their sleep suffered at least once in the last 12 months, the reason for which was “thoughts about the competition/game” and “nervousness about the competition/game” in 77% and 60% of the athletes respectively [97]. Among 103 marathon runners, made up of 63 females 68% reported a reduced quality of sleep than normal during the night prior to competition [98]. These findings emphasize the impact of psychological state on athlete well-being during high-stress periods throughout a season.
2.2.3 Cardiovascular Stress

Understanding the cardiovascular stress that a training session imposes, as well as monitoring cardiovascular efficiency on a player-to-player basis, allows for improved training design and injury/excessive fatigue avoidance. A player exhibiting decreased capacity to perform at pre-established proficiencies relative to that player is an established and accepted identifier of staleness [96]. Resting heart rate has been shown to be an unreliable detector of overtraining in athletes [99]; examining cardiovascular changes during the training stress that the athlete experiences on a daily/weekly basis allows for better detection of adaptations.

Heart rate variability (HRV) has been validated as a tool for detecting acute fatigue following intense exercise [100], and is correlated with the frequently used TL parameters of RPE and excess post-exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC). Although RPE and EPOC cover both subjective and objective measures, RPE is not a physiological parameter and measurement of EPOC requires a laboratory setting or portable calorimeter [101]. Total power of HRV, which was calculated as the combination of high and low frequency power of the heart, has been suggested as best representing the summation of autonomic nervous system variation of the body based on data from interval running at varying intensities [101]. A drawback to the use of HRV in high-level athletics is that HRV data requiring after-the-fact analysis (i.e. after a practice is over). As such, HRV is not as valuable as immediate feedback on players as well as the need for trained interpretation.

Relative exercise load, cardiorespiratory fitness, and maximal cardiorespiratory function are all believed to be indicted by HR during submaximal exercise, and with a progressive decreases in mean training HR during extended exercise and sport training [57, 102]. Mean training session HR has been used to assess full recovery in Division I female soccer players 24, 48, and 72 hours following a high-intensity interval soccer training session [53]. In this particular study, no significant difference ($p < 0.05$) was exhibited between baseline and any of the three recovery periods, reporting average session HR to be $76.7 \pm 4.3\%$ of HR$_{max}$. In male collegiate soccer players training 2 d-wk$^{-1}$, Hodgson [24] found that small-sided games of 5-a-side elicited an average of $87 \pm 4\%$ HR$_{max}$ on a 1200 m$^2$ field area. Jastrzębski found [103] ranges of $89.4-90.6\%$ HR$_{max}$ and $88.9-90.2\%$ HR$_{max}$ exhibited in professional male and female
players during 4-a-side small-sided games. Games in this study were conducted on in a 1200 m² playing area similar to the study by Hodgson.

As discussed earlier, increasing the area per player generally increases cardiovascular stress in the players due to the increased time on the ball. Total distance was lower in the Jastrzębski study compared to the Hodgson study (4 vs 4, 5 vs 5, resp; 1941±148 m vs. 2299.7±188.23 m, resp.). Gaudino et al. (2014) [25] published a study showing greater total distances of 419±28 m, 443±37 m, and 466±45 m (p < 0.01), greater distances at high speed (considered >14.4 km·h⁻¹) of 31±10 m, 50±18 m, and 85±24 m (p < 0.001, ES > 1.0), and greater absolute maximum speeds of 19±1 km·h⁻¹, 20±1, and 23±1 km·h⁻¹ (p < 0.001, ES > 1.0) in high level male soccer players when area per player increased from 5 v 5 to 7 v 7 to 10 v 10 respectively. Metabolic power, the amount of energy expended per unit of time, was used to suggest that small areas of play overload different physiological mechanisms, as the number of changes in velocity became greater with decreased field size. During small-sided games, greater distance has been shown to be run at high power (defined as >20 W·kg⁻¹) compared to high speed, becoming more emphasized with greater decreases in field size. Findings such as these point to the need for a wider picture of the physiological impact to the overall well-being of athletes than simply cardiovascular measures.

2.2.4 Cortisol

Modern team sports have begun to utilize salivary cortisol as a non-invasive measure of stress response to training in players [102, 104]. Elevated cortisol has been reported both before and after athletic events, highlighting the anticipatory as well as physical stress response that glucocorticoid cortisol can be used to detect [29]. Glucocorticoids have been shown to enhance proteolysis, as well as reduce protein synthesis [27, 28]. Elevated cortisol, as part of the chronic stress response, can in addition lead to increased infection risk as well as maladaptive coping behaviors [105].

Cortisol measurements during and around the occurrence of sport specific stress of has been suggested as a better tool for evaluating the physiological impact of training and the “adaptive state” of the athlete compared to fasting measurements [106]. Elevated cortisol levels indicate a state of catabolism, the breaking down of tissue in the body, further compounding performance decrements from fatigue. During the competitive season, correlations between cortisol and jump height at week 3 and one
week post-season ($r = -0.64$, $r = -0.59$ respectively), sprint performance at week 3 ($r = -0.78$), and knee extension torque at baseline ($r = -0.58$) were shown in male collegiate soccer players [30]. Interestingly, these correlations were only seen in those designated as “nonstarters” at the beginning of the season, and no correlations between cortisol and physical performance was shown in those designated “starters”. Significantly elevated resting serum cortisol levels ($p \leq 0.05$) were found at week 8 compared to all other in-season measures in starters, with elevated levels (548.49 nmol·L$^{-1}$ vs normal range 138–635 nmol·L$^{-1}$) measured at the beginning of the season and maintained ($p > 0.05$) throughout the season. In female collegiate soccer players specifically, cortisol levels can become elevated by 250% during competitive matches compared to practice levels [29]. In a study of female soccer players playing in an international tournament, during which participants played 6 games over 3 days, serum cortisol became significantly elevated ($p < 0.01$) during the second (22.1±3.4 µg·mL$^{-1}$) and third days (24.5±4 µg·mL$^{-1}$) of competition compared to pre-tournament values (10±0.7 µg·mL$^{-1}$) [107].

Moreover, daily training involving highly stressful workloads may induce an adaptive change in highly trained athletes. Research in male professional soccer players has shown sustained cortisol levels of normal levels during high-intensity exercise [108], a finding supported by the blunted response of plasma cortisol at given workloads demonstrated in highly trained runners compared to moderately trained runners by Luger et al. [109]. Reporting unique findings, Rimmele et al (2007), asked trained and untrained men to complete a psychosocial test that consisted of public speaking and mental arithmetic while being watched [110]. Despite a significant increase over time in salivary free cortisol ($p < 0.01$) in both trained and untrained men, the cortisol response of the trained group to the stress test was significantly lower compared to the untrained group.

High intensity or long-duration exercise can lead to increases in plasma cortisol levels and decreases in androgens such as testosterone, resulting in greater binding of cortisol to muscle tissue producing a catabolic state [111]. While in a catabolic state, recovery is severely hindered due to the breakdown, instead of rebuilding, of proteins in the athlete. salivary cortisol was found to peak the day following an Australian Rules Football match (ES 4.59 ± 1.28) in elite players [112], although there is high variability between study designs. Significantly higher ($p < 0.01$, $d = 0.60$) salivary cortisol values recorded in elite National Rugby League players 4 days after a match compared to pre-match [113]. Both
of these studies show an extended catabolic recovery period, likely leading to decreases in performance. Decreases in performance were concluded to not be automatically caused by increased cortisol levels or the occurrence of a catabolic state in elite cyclists [114]. In addition, a significant decrease in Testosterone:Cortisol ratio ($p < 0.05$) in a male soccer team following 7 weeks of a high-intensity training program was accompanied by an improved winning percentage of 71.4% from 58.8% [115]. The mood profiles of the players displayed high readings of vigor and low readings of tension, depression, anger, fatigue, and confusion according to the Profile of Mood States (POMS) as well as a high win percentage.

Cortisol, and the role it plays as a corticoid stress hormone, can have a significant impact on immune function. Gleeson identified stress hormones as strong regulators of immune function [105], in regards to findings by Cohen et al. (1991) that showed psychological stress was associated with increased risk of infection ($b = 0.13±0.05$, $p < 0.005$) in subjects intentionally exposed to respiratory viruses [116]. As discussed previously, the disruption to the homeostasis of an athlete may not always be due to physical stress, but psychological stress as well. Greek national female soccer players showed no significant decrease ($6.3\%$, $p > 0.05$) in lymphocyte count following a two-hour training session averaging 75% $HR_{max}$, suggesting no greater vulnerability to viral infection following a single soccer training session [117]. During the first 6 weeks of a 9-week in-season training period, collegiate female soccer players experienced a greater occurrence of illness compared to regular college students ($1\mbox{ illness-week}^{-1}$ vs. $0.3\mbox{ illness-week}^{-1}$, $p \leq 0.05$), despite no differences in salivary cortisol [118]. Correlations were found between cortisol and injury ($r = 0.73$) during Week 5. The authors also suggested that relationships exist between indices of training (strain, monotony, and load) with incidence of illness, supported by the findings of Foster [119]. Foster reported that a high percentage of illnesses could be attributed to indices of training that exceeded individualized thresholds, specifically training strain. A spike in training strain preceding illness was reported to explain 89% of illness, while 77% of the occurrences of illness in the competitive athletes, observed over 6 months to 3 years, were preceded by a spike in training monotony. Considering the need for overload in training to elicit a positive training adaptation, this conclusion implies the potentially detrimental effect of 6 days a week of somewhat “hard” training sessions to immune system health, compared to 4 days a week of significantly challenging “hard” days and 2 “easy” days.
2.2.5 Alpha-Amylase

Alpha-amylase (AA) serves the body primarily through carbohydrate metabolism. The release of AA also enhances the defense of the body by binding bacteria and preventing them from binding to an oral cavity in an individual [120]. Acute stress has been repeatedly shown to lead to an increase in AA, which has been shown to react more rapidly than cortisol to stress [121], especially in populations that experience stress more often or are high-stress populations such as athletes and students [37, 122]. Increased AA secretion rate is attributed to elevated sympathetic activation and is a valid measure of psychological and physiological stress [123]; however conflicting research exists concerning the relationship between AA and the physiological stress markers catecholamine and cortisol [124, 125]. The circadian rhythm of an individual has been shown to effect AA, while the time course pattern of AA secretion appears to be opposite compared to cortisol. In university students, Rohleder et al. (2004) [126] and Nater et al. (2007) [125] showed AA upon waking measured the lowest quantity, increasing until the late afternoon, after which time values fell.

Acute stress may induce elevated AA secretion as a preparatory mechanism for sudden or impending danger. In skydivers, AA was significantly elevated \( (p < 0.001) \) the morning of the jump, immediately before entering the plane and upon landing compared to control subjects [127]. Concerning exercise stress, a depression in AA was seen in well-trained men prior to intermittent cycling at VO\(_{2}\)\(_{\text{max}}\) in a laboratory compared to 24-hours previously \((188\pm62 \text{ U·ml}^{-1} \text{ vs } 367\pm99 \text{ U·ml}^{-1}, p < 0.05)\) [128]; this may be indicative of a stress-specific response. AA was reported to have progressively increased throughout the stages of a graded exercise test and dropped abruptly 5 min. into recovery demonstrating an intensity-dependent relationship in line with previous research [34]. Despite efforts to conduct exercise trials at the same time of day over the course of a trial, a limitation of many studies reporting exercise-induced changes in AA may be that they do not collect baseline AA at a time far enough prior to the exercise test to be performed, causing depressed baseline AA to be recorded. Circadian rhythm however has been shown to elicit no effect on AA response to longer duration (2 hr.) exercise [129].

Interestingly, chronic stress may be associated with elevated AA. Fifty participants previously diagnosed with chronic psychological stress were reported to have significantly higher AA levels compared to controls [130]. Contrary to this evidence, children with asthma \((13.1\pm2.6 \text{ years})\) who
exhibited elevated home life stress also exhibited lower AA levels, a relationship not demonstrated in “healthy” children of a similar age with similarly elevated home life stress [131]. The authors suggest that lower AA levels predict lower sympathetic activation, thereby suggesting increased vulnerability to illness. This proposed relationship, in light of the evidence that sympathetic activation prompts elevated AA concentrations, could mean that chronic stress in athletes may lead to decreased sympathetic activation and lessened energy arousal for games and training as well as increased susceptibility to infection.

A sex-based difference in AA may exist. While Nater et al. (2007) [125] reported no diurnal sex-based differences in salivary alpha-amylase, and Takai et al. (2007) [132] found no sex-based differences in AA levels following a stressful video, there is evidence of altered alpha-amylase response to psychological and physiological stress between men and women. Concerning competition, significant decreases reported in pre-competition AA in female rowers compared to baseline ($p < 0.001$), with a similar depression not seen in male rowers. Cortisol and alpha-amylase were strongly correlated during competition in females ($rs = -0.31$ to $-0.46$, $p < 0.05$) as well, while no association existed before or after for men [37]. These same authors also found that feelings of dominance experienced by participants were associated with alpha-amylase and cortisol following competition ($R^2\Delta = .17$, $p < 0.01$), with greater feelings of dominance associated with lower levels of these two measures.

2.2.6 Serum Immunoglobulin A

Serum Immunoglobulin A (SIgA) is an antibody that is found secreted particularly in saliva, and is referred to as a natural antibody because the majority of SIgA has the ability to react with numerous pathogens [133]. Used often in studies that investigate incidence of infection, especially associated upper respiratory tract infections (URTI) [134, 135], SIgA in saliva can be used as a marker for immune health against both pathogens and non-pathogens of an individual [136]. This feature allows investigators to get a snapshot of the general immune health of an athlete at various time points in a day, training cycle, or competitive experience. Generally, SIgA is produced in large quantities in response to antigens detected in the body, while infection risk is greater when saliva flow rate is low or one is IgA deficient [137]. Typical resting levels of SIgA indicate the preparedness of the body to defend against infection.

Depressed SIgA may be seen in response to bouts of intense exercise and chronic stress. Research in elite athletes has shown that this population experienced decreased SIgA concentration and
secretion rate following strenuous exercise that was of a high volume [31], of maximal intensity in men and women [138], or consisted of repeated prolonged, strenuous exercise [32] i.e. marathon running, performance of a Wingate bike test, and triathlon racing respectively. These findings could show the vulnerability of the body to infection or "attack" following exercise, demonstrated by research on sailing athletes who exhibited three weeks of progressively depressed SIgA preceding a URTI (p > 0.05). SIgA levels during URTI were significantly lower compared to 4 weeks prior as well as 2 weeks post-URTI, with a relationship between magnitude of decline in SIgA and risk of URTI (r = 0.54, p < 0.005) [139].

Research in sex-based immune responses to exercise has provided data pointing to immunodeficiencies in females following similar exercise stimuli. In female wrestlers, 12 weeks of preparatory and competitive training, concluding with a wrestling competition, elicited a significantly lower SIgA/total protein ratio compared to male wrestlers (p < 0.001) participating in a training period of the same length and design [140]. An 8 minute arithmetic test that participants believed would determine their study compensation elicited a decreased SIgA secretion rate compared to rest in women (91±102 µg·min⁻¹ vs 114±182 µg·min⁻¹, p < 0.05) compared to an elevated secretion rate in men (144±188 µg·min⁻¹ vs 105±114 µg·min⁻¹, p < 0.05) [141]. Similar results were reported by Taylor et al. (2015) [96], who found that female field hockey players to have significantly lower SIgA (b = 0.37, p < 0.002) during their regional competition season. No sex-based differences in SIgA were seen in swimmers before and after performance of maximal incremental 7x200m front crawl (p > 0.05) despite a significantly lower CD4⁺ (p < 0.005) and CD8⁺ (p < 0.018) response exhibited in females (16.08±2.53 years) [142]. The authors suggest that the large intra- and inter-individual variation in SIgA may be the cause for a lack of change in mucosal immunity compared to other measures of immune response. This limitation is reported frequently and indicates the need for research tracking the immune response of an individual over several stressful bouts.

Positive and negative psychological stimuli may also influence immune health of an athlete. Elevated SIgA was reported by Jemmott & Magloire [143] in undergraduate students who believed that they had adequate social support compared to those students who believed the contrary. On the other hand, Taylor et al. (2015) [133] showed male and female field hockey players demonstrated increased levels of SIgA when reporting feeling greater pressure, coercion, or powerlessness stemming from their
coach \((b = 0.27, \ p < 0.05)\) as well as increased intentions to drop out of their sport \((b = 0.13, \ p < 0.05)\) . The authors also suggest that even the thought of dropping out of sport, and the consideration of the potential loss of their identity and “social network” in the form of their teammates, may have led to the increased SIgA levels. Prior to official soccer matches, SIgA secretion rate was significantly higher \((p < 0.05)\) in adolescent male soccer players compared to the SIgA secretion rate of the same players prior to simulated matches performed in training [33]. Elevated SIgA concentration and secretion rate, as well as salivation rate may indicate a “fight-or-flight” response to either positive or negative psychological stimuli; communication between the immune and nervous system occurs frequently [144] with research in rats shows parasympathetic and sympathetic control over IgA secretion [145].

2.3 Identifying Psychological Stress

Psychological stress can be defined as intra-individual stress arising from internal stressors [95]. In a 2014 study by Beauchemin et al (2014) [146], an outreach model was presented, emphasizing mental skills, such as relaxation, imagery, routines, self-talk, and concentration, that could be generalized and applied to overall well-being [147]. A link between good recovery strategies and the offsetting/prevention of burnout has been shown in addition to the previously discussed link between burnout and intensity of training [84, 148]. The processes of mental strength breakdown that an athlete may go through is full of indications that the above five skills are failing or not present. Once a stress stimulus occurs, the athlete assesses the demands being placed on them and determines if he/she has the ability to successfully cope. If he/she does not believe that this is possible, they may experience increased tension, insomnia, fatigue, and anxiety [40]. If the athlete continues to unsuccessfully cope with the situation, such as intense training, the cognitive-affective stress model ends with performance of the athlete suffering and potentially withdrawing from his/her sport. Case studies on endurance athletes and rugby players have shown the magnitude of stress in the process of burnout, adding support for this model and reinforcing the need to detect these signs before the overall well-being of the athlete is in decline.

2.3.1 Life Demands

Feeling as though the threat of a situation is more than one is capable of handling is the scientific way to consider stress [149]. In a study with male collegiate soccer players that examined the impact of playing 1 or 2 games per week for 6 weeks, players assigned to the 2 games-per-week group had
significantly higher stress values at baseline compared to those in the 1 game-per-week group \( (p < 0.001) \) [55]. This was suggested to be due to the awareness within the 2 games-per-week group of the long period ahead. The authors went on to emphasize the reduced time for other life demands that a congested athletic schedule may cause. During a highly demanding season, potentially compounded with academic demands, the actual burden felt may be hard to measure or even realize due to its constant existence. When professional male handball players were given a weekend of passive recovery, the number of “worse than normal” responses on the Daily Analysis of Life Demands (DALDA) questionnaire was significantly reduced (ES = 0.84), in addition to likely improvements in HRV [150].

Chronic feelings or a personality of high stress, high demand during daily life have physiological implications. Mild hypercortisolism, that is elevated serum cortisol levels for an extended period, has been shown in both highly trained runners as well as those with depression and anorexia nervosa, though whether these elevated levels can be attributed to repeated strenuous exercise or “a specific personality profile” is difficult to conclude [109]. Moreira et al. (2011) [151] published data from male basketball players showing a correlation between symptoms of URTI collected using the WURSS-21 \( (r = 0.79, p < 0.05) \) and sources and symptoms of stress as collected by the DALDA \( (r = 0.65, p < 0.05) \), as well as a positive relationship between salivary cortisol before \( (r = 0.67, p < 0.05) \) and after \( (r = 0.75, p < 0.05) \) a one week training period and sources and symptoms of stress. This consistency of psychological and physiological markers of stress suggestions the need for both sound psychological and physiological well-being in order to maintain either form of well-being. In a sample of students comprised of 156 predominantly young, healthy females (compared to 60 males), the belief that “stress is bad for you” at baseline was shown to predict somatic symptoms during stressful periods, represented by academic examinations \( \beta = 0.16, p = .012 \) [149]. The slowing of the recovery process due to life event stress and perceived stress has been demonstrated by Stults-Kolemainen & Bartholomew [26] in students performing a 10-repetition maximum leg press test. Twenty, 40, and 60 minutes after the test, maximal isometric force was assessed and these chronic mental stress measures were demonstrated to moderate the recovery of this force \( (\text{linear time: } p = 0.013, \text{ squared time: } p = 0.050) \); these data certainly having implications in soccer, for which each match lasts 90 minutes and near-maximal contractions are performed frequently. In what the authors believed to be the first study to report the typical training load
and psychophysiological stress in female professional futsal (form of indoor soccer) players, an $R^2$ of 0.64 to 0.81 was found between DALDA responses of “worse than normal” and training load and strain [152]. This data provides optimistic evidence that the DALDA could be used for detecting a similar relationship in female soccer players.

### 2.3.2 Energy and Tension Arousal

Mood, has a close association with “general bodily arousal,” which can be categorized into energy and tension. Energy and tension are dimensions of arousal making up the extremes ends of scales extending to tiredness and calmness, respectively. Operating independently, four basic moods are found using these two scales; calm-energy and calm-tiredness are positive moods while tense-energy and tense-tiredness are negative moods [153]. Depression, low self-esteem, and negative thoughts can stem from these negative moods, while positive moods improve psychological and physiological health. How athletes demonstrate negative moods from energy and tension arousal is therefore very important to understand.

Our “energy” goes through diurnal changes throughout the day, besides being effected by the activities that make up our day. At those times of naturally low energy, problems have been shown to be interpreted as more serious than at other times of the day (i.e. mid- to late-afternoon) in college males and females ($p < 0.05$) [154]. These data could be extrapolated to mean that when athletes are in a low energy state, due to any number of factors, their stress appraisal may be greater and psychological well-being may be negatively affected. Lazarus [39] stated that stress and those responses that stress stimulates work in an ever-changing and fluctuating state based on the demands of our environment; one could add fluctuating energy state of an individual to this model, influencing stress and those concomitant responses. Exemplifying the relationship between energy arousal and tiredness, professional rugby players reported low measures in energy state throughout the study period (28 days), as well as tiredness and need for rest as being significantly “worse than normal” on rest, training, and match days [38].

Tension arousal is mainly cognitive mediated, interpreting danger in a general sense [154]. During times of low energy and high tension, problem perception has been shown to become significantly higher. There seems to be a high correlation between burnout, and changes in motivation [40]. Although “burnout” is sometimes used loosely to describe different afflictions, it is defined by Gould and Whitley
as a psychological syndrome expressed through decreased feelings of pride and vigor, a measure of the Activation-Deactivation Adjective Check List (AD-ACL), especially for the preferred sport of an individual. Going along with this, it has been put forth that full engagement in sport is the exact opposite of burnout; confidence, dedication, and vigor are all seen in an athlete fully engaged in sport [40] and these are very similar qualities as those cited that are absent from a burned out athlete. Current research reported nonstarters having higher levels of confidence pre- and post-practice (ES = 0.87, ES = 1.25 resp.) as well as pre-game (ES = 1.92) compared to starters [29]. This is a very interesting finding, as one would expect levels of confidence to be equal when everyone is participating, unlike in a game.

Research in fatigability has shown that women may show greater fatigability when performing a cognitive task that stimulates greater arousal. One such study, conducted by Yoon et al. [155] in college aged males and females, used a 20% maximal voluntary contraction to measure time to fatigue, which was measured after 4 minutes of mental math, followed by measurement of arousal immediately after. In this study, the time to failure in women was reduced by 27.3±20.1% compared to 8.6±23.1% in men during the stressor session compared to control (p = 0.03). This could be a warning sign for female athletes, as well as their coaches, who are experiencing high amounts of cognitive stress that may lead to a potentially reduced ability to perform.

2.4 Conclusion

Beyond recognizing the physiological and psychological demands placed on student athletes, researchers must investigate which threats to well-being are associated with one another and how to achieve optimal well-being in all student athletes. It is important to remember that psychological responses and physiological responses to stress have been shown to have separate effects on performance [156], yet are co-dependent in maintaining well-being within the each other.

Researchers in the area of overtraining syndrome agree that too much training is not the cause of this syndrome, but rather inadequate recovery from training as well as non-training stimuli [50]. As suggested by Gould and Whitley, the process of recovery not only includes physically rest, but emotional and social recovery [40]. The goal of recovery should be to return the body and/or mind to homeostasis and to facilitate positive adaptation to occur. Physiological recovery involves ensuring adequate energy as well as water is consumed, taking adequate passive recovery time and night-time sleep, as well as
active recovery emphasizing blood flow to the muscles. Psychological recovery involves relaxation and finding emotional support in an effort to reduce training as well as non-training stressors [95].

The wide array of potential threats to well-being in female soccer student-athletes needs to be narrowed down by examining the changes in well-being seen over a series of games and weeks of training typical for a female collegiate soccer team. Much of the current research focuses on single games or acute bouts of stress in the lab. Research into how these findings transfer to individuals over the course of a season, as well as what predictors can be used to identify these threats over a full season is necessary.
CHAPTER 3.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Participants

Eighteen members of the Louisiana State University Women’s Soccer team were recruited to participate in this study. Members will be eligible for this observational study designed to examine the psychological and physiological well-being during five weeks of the spring season if they are deemed healthy and able to participate in Louisiana State University athletics by the Louisiana State University team physician. The study has been approved by the institutional review board for use of human subjects, and all players will provide their written informed consent prior to participation.

3.2 Procedures

Volunteers were recruited for this study using word of mouth and presentations to the team during team meetings. Interested athletes will be offered the informed consent and provided ample time to review the consent document. Potential participants will meet with study personnel and be provided a full description of study (structure of the study, study-related procedures, risks, benefits). Individuals who are still interested in participating in the study will be allowed the opportunity to ask questions. If a participant chooses to sign the consent, she will continue on to baseline data will be made available to study investigators to determine inclusion/exclusion criteria. The study will last 5 weeks, during which time 5 competitions will be played. Participants in this study will be monitored during and after practice, as well as during and after competition. At baseline, saliva will be collected on a day of light practice and questionnaires of sources and symptoms of stress, upper respiratory tract infection symptoms, and sleep quality will be administered.

Practices will be conducted under the direction of the soccer team coaches. Study staff will monitor and collect observational data. Players will wear global positioning system and physiological monitors for the duration of all practices during the study period. Questionnaires of weekly sources and symptoms of stress and upper respiratory tract infection symptoms will be administered weekly. Sleep quality will be assessed monthly using a questionnaire validated for monthly sleep quality assessment.

On the day of competition, saliva will be self-collected upon waking, one hour prior to competition and thirty minutes following the competition. One hour prior to competition, AD-ACL questionnaires will be
administered to all participants. During competitions, all participants will wear global positioning system and physiological monitors.

3.2.1 Psychological Well-being Measures

Once per week, sources and symptoms of psychological well-being was self-assessed using the Daily Analysis of Life Demands Questionnaire (DALDA) (Appendix C.) [157]. This measure assesses the degree of general psychological well-being that an athlete is experiencing, as well as psychological well-being related to their sport. The DALDA has been demonstrated to determine positive and negative stress responses to training, as well as the stress stimulus elicits optimal training effort. General psychological well-being is assessed using nine items that address home-life, school/work, friends, and training while the assessment of sport-based psychological well-being addresses muscle pains, irritability, boredom, and tiredness. Athletes are asked to characterize each source and symptom as “worse than normal”, “normal”, or “better than normal.”

Activation and arousal will be self-assessed prior to matches, and at a corresponding time point as pre-match saliva collection, using the Activation-Deactivation Adjective Checklist (AD-ACL) (Appendix B.) [158]. The AD-ACL is a twenty-item scale that uses adjectives to provide dimensions of energy arousal (i.e. sleep-energy continuum) and tension arousal (i.e. placidity-tension continuum). Participants report the degree to which they feel each adjective as “Definitely feel,” “Feel slightly,” “Cannot decide,” or “Definitely do not feel.” Adjectives include active and vigorous (Energy), sleepy and wakeful (Tiredness), jittery and clutched-up (Tension), and at-rest and quiet (calmness).

3.2.2 Physiological Well-being Measures

Global positioning system (GPS) data and physiological monitoring was collected with the use of a Polar Team Pro System (Kempele, Finland), utilizing monitors worn around the chest during the practice and competition sessions and resting periods. This monitor has the capacity to store and transmit data, such as acceleration, HR, and HRV, via Bluetooth. The device provides real-time feedback to a laptop computer so study investigators, athletic trainers, and coaches can monitor physiological exertion of the athlete. Global positioning system and physiological data will help to identify individual training outcomes (distance covered at various intensities and speeds, mean HR, HR recovery, etc.) and their effect on hormonal measures of training stress as well as states of psychological well-being.
Salivary samples were collected at the beginning of the spring season and before and after evening inter-conference games. Samples collected at the beginning of the spring season will be taken by the participant themselves immediately upon waking up, as well as 0900 hr., 1200 hr., 1800 hr., and 2100 hr. Research staff will collect the samples from participants and store them in a refrigeration unit at -80º Celsius. On the day of a game, saliva samples will be taken immediately upon waking (between 0600 and 0900 hr.). Prior to pre-game warm-ups and 30 minutes following each game, salivary samples will be taken from all players. At the end of the spring season, salivary samples will again be taken by the participant themselves immediately upon waking up, as well as 0900 hr., 1200 hr., 1800 hr., and 2100 hr. A synthetic swab placed under the tongue for 3 minutes will be used to collect salivary samples, once for time and once for saturation. If beverages other than water were consumed in the last 30 minutes, participants will be asked to rinse their mouth out twice with water. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) will be used to analyze salivary samples for SIgA, cortisol, and sAA [159-161]. Samples containing blood will be discarded. These hormonal measures of training stress will provide objective measures to compare and complement the various subjective measures of this project.

Sleep quality will be self-assessed three times over the course of the spring season using the Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI). This is a non-invasive, reliable, and validated measure that assesses dimensions of sleep quality, namely (a) overall sleep quality, (b) time to fall asleep, (c) sleep duration (d) daytime effects of sleep quality, and (e) sleep efficiency. This measure uses 19 items, consisting of open-ended questions (e.g., When have you usually gone to bed?) as well as pointed response options (e.g., During the last month, how often have you had trouble sleeping because you cannot get to sleep within 30 minutes?) of “Not during the last month,” “Less than once a week,” “Once or twice a week,” or “Three or more times a week” [4].

Upper respiratory infection symptoms will be self-assessed using the Wisconsin Upper Respiratory Symptoms Survey (WURSS-21). The WURSS-21 is a condensed version of the original WURSS-44, and has been argued by the authors to be more responsive than the original. This measure assesses the degree to which an athlete may experience upper respiratory complications (i.e. common cold-like symptoms). This measure, administered three times during the spring season, asks the participant to report how they are feeling that day as well as over the previous 24 hours using 8-point
Likert response options of “Not sick/Do not have this symptom/Not at all,” (0), “Very mildly,” (1), “Mildly,” (3), “Moderately,” (5), “Severely” (7). Participants will report how they feel, degree to which they have experienced various symptoms, degree to which their cold has interfered with daily functions, and how they felt compared to the previous day [9].

3.3 Statistical Analysis:

The statistical package JMP (SAS Institute) will be used for statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics (M±SD) will be computed for all dependent variables. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) will be used to examine the differences in both (a) psychological and (b) physiological measures of well-being measures. Where appropriate, student t-test post hoc analysis will be conducted to examine pairwise comparisons. The square of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients will be calculated to test for associations between relative changes in salivary and psychological measures of well-being, cardiovascular and psychological measures of well-being, and salivary measures and symptoms of URTI. Statistical significance will be considered for alpha levels below 0.05 (p < 0.05).
CHAPTER 4.  
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Descriptive statistics were calculated on participant characteristics for measures of age, height, weight, and HRR by field position as well as by academic year. Means and standard deviations for each variable within each field position and within each academic year are given in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 respectively. Mean distance covered by field players who played at least 89 minutes of a match was 10.1 km (±0.7).

Table 4.1. Descriptive statistics (mean±sd) for age, height, weight, resting heart rate and heart rate reserve by player position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Goalkeepers (n=3)</th>
<th>Defenders (n=4)</th>
<th>Midfielders (n=7)</th>
<th>Forwards (n=4)</th>
<th>All Positions (n=18)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>20.7±1.5</td>
<td>19.8±1.0</td>
<td>20.1±1.2</td>
<td>20.3±1.3</td>
<td>20.2±1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>173.6±2.9</td>
<td>167.6±10.0</td>
<td>168.0±6.1</td>
<td>164.5±7.0</td>
<td>167.4±7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>79.6±6.0</td>
<td>66.5±5.6</td>
<td>60.3±3.4</td>
<td>60.6±6.1</td>
<td>141.0±17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting HR (bpm)</td>
<td>53.0±11.1</td>
<td>58.3±4.7</td>
<td>59.8±5.2</td>
<td>60.3±9.3</td>
<td>59.3±4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRR (bpm)</td>
<td>171.3±19.2</td>
<td>173.0±6.5</td>
<td>156.4±17.5</td>
<td>151.3±17.9</td>
<td>160.2±15.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Descriptive statistics (mean±sd) for age, height, weight, resting heart rate and heart rate reserve by academic year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Freshmen (n=10)</th>
<th>Sophomores (n=4)</th>
<th>Juniors (n=4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>19.3±0.5</td>
<td>21.0±0.8</td>
<td>21.5±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>167.1±6.5</td>
<td>167.0±7.6</td>
<td>171.5±7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>63.6±5.6</td>
<td>66.4±12.5</td>
<td>66.9±12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resting HR (bpm)</td>
<td>56.2±8.4</td>
<td>57.75±2.2</td>
<td>64.3±2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRR</td>
<td>166.4±19.1</td>
<td>161.0±5.6</td>
<td>149.5±17.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Cardiovascular Measures

A one-way ANOVA adjusted for person was used to compare mean percent of HRR of field players who played at least 45 minutes between matches, with a level of significance set at α < 0.05. Percent of HRR was not different between any of the matches (p > 0.05). The mean cardiovascular load [(%HRR /100) x playing time] of each match in players who played at least 45 minutes was compared using a one-way ANOVA, with a level of significance set at α < 0.05. In players who played at least 45
minutes, the second match of the season elicited a significantly greater cardiovascular load compared to the third match (55.9, 95%CI [50.8, 61.0]; 45.2, 95%CI [36.7, 53.7], resp., \( p = 0.03 \)) (Figure 4.1). There was no significant difference between all other matches (\( p > 0.05 \)). The average percent of HRR and cardiovascular load of players who played at least 45 minutes of each win and loss was compared using a Student’s t-test, with a level of significance set at \( \alpha < 0.05 \). There was no significant difference in average percent of HRR during wins and losses (70, 95%CI [60, 70]; 70, 95%CI [60, 70], resp., \( p = 0.96 \)) nor was there a significant difference between cardiovascular load during wins and losses (53.9, 95%CI [50.3, 57.6]; 49.5, 95%CI [44.1, 55.0], resp., \( p = 0.15 \)). The cardiovascular load of each match in field players who played at least 45 minutes was compared between academic classes using a one-way ANOVA, with a level of significance set at \( \alpha < 0.05 \). Juniors exhibited significantly higher cardiovascular load during matches compared to freshman (57.0, 95%CI [52.3, 61.8]; 45.7, 95%CI [39.8, 51.7], resp., \( p = 0.02 \)) and sophomores (41.7, 95%CI [34.1, 49.4], \( p = 0.01 \)).

Figure 4.1. Cardiovascular load [(%HRR /100) x playing time] by match. The second match of the season elicited a significantly greater cardiovascular load compared to the third match (\( * p = 0.03 \)).

Energetic, tiredness, tension, and calmness scores of each match were compared to cardiovascular load of that match using a linear regression, with a level of significance set at \( \alpha < 0.05 \). The first match revealed an association between low energetic score and greater cardiovascular load of the match (\( p < 0.01, r^2 = 0.93 \)), as well as increased tiredness score (more tired) and increased cardiovascular load of the match (\( p = 0.02, r^2 = 0.71 \)). All other matches showed a non-significant
relationship between energetic, tiredness, tension, and calmness scores and cardiovascular load ($p > 0.05$). There was no significant relationship between increased playing time and cardiovascular load in any of the matches ($p > 0.5$).

### 4.2 Activation-Deactivation

A linear regression was used to compare energetic, tiredness, tension, and calmness scores of players who played at least 45 minutes in the match to passing success percentage, completed tackles, and second-ball wins, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Collapsed across matches, successful pass percentage decreased with increased tiredness score (more tired) in central midfielders who played at least 45 minutes ($p < 0.01$, $r^2 = 0.45$), but no other field position ($p > 0.05$). A linear regression was used to compare energetic, tiredness, tension, and calmness scores of players who played at least 45 minutes in the match to passing success percentage, completed tackles, and second-ball wins, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Collapsed across matches, tiredness score and calmness score were significantly and inversely related to successful pass percentage ($p = 0.03$, $r^2 = 0.11$; $p = 0.03$, $r^2 = 0.11$ resp.) while energetic score was significantly and directly related with successful pass percentage ($p = 0.02$, $r^2 = 0.12$). The last match showed the only significant association between tiredness score and successful pass percentage, revealing an inverse relationship ($p = 0.04$, $r^2 = 0.47$) (Figure 4.2).

![Figure 4.2. Tiredness score (0-4) by match. Tiredness score prior to Match 1 was significantly greater than tiredness score prior to Match 5 ( * $p = 0.05$).](image-url)
No other measure of performance was associated with activation-deactivation state ($p > 0.05$). Collapsed across matches, there was a significant, direct relationship between completed tackles and energetic scores in midfielders ($p = 0.02$, $r^2 = 0.24$). There was a significant, direct relationship between second-ball wins and tension scores in defenders ($p = 0.03$, $r^2 = 0.41$).

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare between matches the mean energetic, tiredness, tension, and calmness scores of players who played at least 45 minutes of the match, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Tiredness scores significantly decreased (less tired) from the first match compared to the last match ($1.9$, 95%CI [1.4, 2.3]; $1.4$, 95%CI [1.1, 1.6], resp., $p = 0.05$). The second match of the spring season elicited a significantly higher tension score compared to the first match ($2.1$, 95%CI [1.9, 2.4]; $1.8$, 95%CI [1.5, 2.0], resp., $p = 0.03$), fourth ($1.8$, 95%CI [1.5, 2.0], $p = 0.03$), and fifth match ($1.7$, 95%CI [1.5, 2.0], $p = 0.02$). The second match also had the greatest standard deviation in playing time (40.1 vs 34.8, 31.6, 35.5, and 37.9) with 11 players contributing more than 75 minutes each.

A linear regression was used to compare energetic, tiredness, tension, and calmness scores of players who played at least 45 minutes in the match to distance run per minute of playing time, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. There was no significant relationship found between any of the four scores investigated and distance per minute of playing time ($p > 0.05$). Collapsed across matches, there was no significant relationship between any of the four investigated scores and distance per minute of playing time ($p > 0.05$).

### 4.3 Life Demands

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare the number of “worse than normal” and “better than normal” responses to training and general life stressors by week of the spring season, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. A significantly smaller mean number of “better than normal” responses to training stressors were reported following the fourth week of the spring season compared to the week prior to the beginning of the spring season ($0.1$, 95%CI [0, 0.4]; $1.2$, 95%CI [0.4, 2.0], resp., $p = 0.02$). No other weeks were associated with significantly different “worse than normal” and “better than normal” responses to training and general life stressors ($p > 0.05$). A linear regression was used to compare average playing time over the season with mean number of “worse than normal” and “better than normal” responses to training and general life stressors, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Lower average
playing time per match was significant associated with greater mean number of “worse than normal” responses to general life stressors, yet only during the third week of the spring season ($p < 0.001$, $r^2 = 0.85$). During no other week were the mean number of “worse than normal” or “better than normal” responses significantly associated with playing time ($p > 0.05$). A one-way ANOVA was used to compare the mean number of “worse than normal” and “better than normal” responses to training and general life stressors in each academic year by week of the spring season, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$.

Collapsed across weeks, freshman reported a higher mean number of “worse than normal” training stressors compared to sophomores (3.9, 95% CI [2.9, 5.0]; 1.8, 95%CI [0.4, 3.3], resp., $p = 0.02$) and juniors (1.9, 95% CI [0.9, 3.0], $p = 0.03$) (Figure 4.3).

![Figure 4.3](image)

**Figure 4.3.** Mean number of “worse than normal” responses to training stressors by academic class. Freshman had a significantly greater number of “worse than normal” responses to training stressors compared to sophomores ($\star p = 0.02$) and juniors ($\#p = 0.03$).

A one-way ANOVA was used to compare the mean number of “worse than normal” and “better than normal” responses to training and general life stressors by field position, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Collapsed across weeks, defenders showed a significantly greater mean number of “better than normal” responses to general life stressors compared to midfielders (1.7, 95%CI [0.2, 3.1]; 0.3, 95%CI [0.1, 0.5], resp., $p < 0.01$) and goalkeepers (0.4, 95%CI [0.0, 1.0], $p = 0.02$). Defenders showed a significantly higher mean “better than normal” response to training stressors compared to midfielders (1.4, 95%CI [0.5, 2.4]; 0.3, 95%CI [0.0, 0.6], resp., $p = 0.01$) and goalkeepers (0.3, 95%CI [0.0, 0.7], $p = 0.02$).
4.4 Upper Respiratory Symptoms

Mean feelings of sickness across all weeks and players was 1.2 (SD= 1.7) on a scale of 0 to 7 indicating “very mild” feelings of sickness. A one-way ANOVA was used to compare the severity of cold symptoms by field position and academic year, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. No difference between field positions or academic years for feelings of sickness was found ($p > 0.05$), while freshman reported significantly greater severity of sneezing as a cold symptom compared to juniors (1.1, 95%CI [0.3, 2.0]; 0.00, 95%CI [0, 0] resp., $p = 0.04$). Midfielders reported significantly greater severity of feeling tired as a cold symptom compared to defenders (3.3, 95%CI [2.1, 4.4]; 1.3, 95%CI [-0.3, 2.9] resp., $p = 0.04$) and goalkeepers (0.9, 95%CI [0.1, 3.9], $p = 0.01$). There were no other significant relationships between field position and severity of cold symptoms ($p > 0.05$).

A linear regression was used to compare the severity of cold symptoms by playing time, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. At baseline, severity of sore throat ($p = 0.01$, $r^2 = 0.40$), hoarseness ($p = 0.03$, $r^2 = 0.29$), chest congestion ($p = 0.04$, $r^2 = 0.26$), impaired ability to sleep well ($p = 0.02$, $r^2 = 0.34$), and coughing ($p = 0.02$, $r^2 = 0.32$) as cold symptoms exhibited an inverse relationship with average playing time in matches (Figure 4.4). Players who averaged higher playing times per match over the five competitive matches reported few symptoms of a cold at baseline, however this relationship did not persist throughout the spring season. There was no relationship between average playing time during the season and upper respiratory tract infection symptoms at any other time point of the spring season ($p >0.05$).

![Figure 4.4](image)

Figure 4.4. Severity of upper respiratory tract symptoms by average playing time. (A) Sore throat ($p = 0.01$), (B) coughing ($p = 0.02$), and (C) hoarseness ($p = 0.03$) all had an inverse, significant association with playing time.
4.5 Sleep Quality

A Student’s t-test was used to compare mean frequency of various barrier to sleep between the month prior to competition, and the month of five competitive matches, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. No significant difference for mean frequencies of various barrier to sleep was found between months ($p > 0.05$). A linear regression was used to compare mean frequency of specific barriers to sleep and average playing time, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Collapsed across the baseline month and the month of competition, low average playing time had a significant relationship with having trouble sleeping due to feelings of hotness ($p = 0.04$, $r^2 = 0.27$). Collapsed across months, average playing time and more frequently have trouble keeping up enthusiasm to get things done were directly and significantly associated ($p = 0.02$, $r^2 = 0.18$) (Figure 4.5). No other barriers to sleep had a significant relationship with average playing time ($p > 0.05$).

A linear regression was used to compare mean frequency of specific barriers to sleep and age, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Not being able to fall asleep within 30 minutes was shown to have a positive relationship with age ($p = 0.02$, $r^2 = 0.37$). Having trouble staying awake while engaging in social activities, driving, eating, etc. exhibited a positive relationship with age ($p < 0.01$, $r^2 = 0.63$).

![Figure 4.5. Frequency of difficulty maintaining enthusiasm to accomplish tasks per week by average playing time. There was a significant direct relationship between Average playing time and frequency of difficulty maintaining enthusiasm to accomplish tasks per week ($p = 0.02$).](image)

A linear regression was used to compare mean frequency of specific barriers to sleep and average match cardiovascular load, with a level of significance set at $\alpha < 0.05$. Average match cardiovascular load was shown to have a significant and direct relationship with trouble putting forth
enthusiasm during the month prior to the beginning of competitive matches ($p = 0.003, \ r^2 = 0.69$) yet not the following month of competition ($p = 0.35$). Average match cardiovascular load was also associated with a decreased occurrence of bad dreams ($p = 0.007, \ r^2 = 0.62$). No other barriers to sleep had a significant relationship with cardiovascular load ($p > 0.05$).
CHAPTER 5.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Previous research has indicated that student-athletes are a high-risk population for greater physiological and psychological stress. Female student-athletes are an under-researched sub-population of student-athletes, yet there is evidence that this population may be at a comparable or greater risk to experience elevated stressors compared to their male counterparts. Cardiovascular stress from matches and training [22, 65], sport-induced immunosuppression [124, 126, 128], as well as academic and life stressors [162, 163] have all been shown elevated and/or to negatively impact performance and well-being specifically in female athletes and female student-athletes. Female student-athletes are a vulnerable population, yet understudied in research.

This study was designed to determine the physiological and psychological well-being of collegiate varsity women’s soccer players during the spring season. Cardiovascular load and tension arousal were highest in the second match of the season, while low energy-arousal was exhibited in the first match, shifting to higher energy arousal prior to the last match. Freshman characterized the largest number of training stressors as “worse than normal.” Interestingly, greater playing time was associated with decreased severity of upper respiratory tract infection symptoms, in addition to less frequent trouble sleeping due to hotness. Players who averaged more playing time also experienced decreased ability to maintain enthusiasm to accomplish tasks. Freshman and players who averaged few minutes per match exhibited a greater number of cold symptoms and sleep dysfunction respectively.

HRR is argued to be the most reliable indicator of physiological intensity, as well as allowing for greater inter-study and inter-individual comparisons [164]. Contrary to what was hypothesized, the current study showed no differences in percent of HRR between any of the matches, and while cardiovascular load decreased significantly in the match following the most cardiovascular-demanding match, there were no significant difference between cardiovascular load of any other match. Although phases of the matches were not analyzed in the present study, the 15th through 30th minute of a match were reported to elicit the highest cardiovascular intensity in elite male soccer players on an Under-20 (years old) team [165]. Future research should examine the effects of pre-match energy-arousal on this period of the match and associated performance measures.
Low pre-match energy-arousal was associated with increased cardiovascular load that was not associated with increased playing time. The cause for this relationship is unclear, however a possible explanation could be sympathetic activation due to feelings of being unprepared or not up for the task of playing the upcoming match. Perceived readiness was shown to be the best predictor of cognitive anxiety and self-confidence in intercollegiate middle-distance runners [166].

Higher energy-arousal states were associated with increased number of tackles in midfielders while high tension-arousal was associated with fewer second-ball wins in defenders. High levels of mental effort have been associated with poor performances in student-athletes [167]. Perhaps elevated tension-arousal caused a cognitive backup, causing defenders in this case to think instead of act and fight to win the ball. In the present study, lower energy- and tension-arousal states were associated with decrements in passing percentage during competition throughout the team. This is an interesting finding, as one would expect low tension-arousal to make players composed when they have the ball and are looking to pass. According the Processing Efficiency theory, worry causes both a reduction in the ability of an individual to store and process memory for a simultaneous task, as well as (b) increases on-task effort and action towards improving performance [168]. This theory could perhaps be applied to this finding, as a lack of tension arousal, or elevated calmness, could indicate a lack of cognitive drive to achieve maximal soccer-specific performance.

Circadian rhythm may be an even more important contributor to performance than previously thought. Maximal impairment of neurobehavioral functioning was shown to occur during the end of a wake episode of the participants, specifically following 10 hours to 13 hours 20 minutes of wakefulness, in a sleep desynchrony study [169]. Mean wakeup time in the present study was 06:10 (±00:06) hours, indicating that the time period of maximal impairment discussed would occur between approximately 16:00 and 19:30 hours; the second and third match began within this range. In the present study, tension was significantly higher in the second match, occurring at 19:00 h, compared to all other matches except for the third match, occurring at 18:00 h. Conversely, a study of diurnal variation in soccer-specific tasks showed that juggling performance, dribbling, and accuracy of ball kicks peaked between 16:00 h and 20:00 h [170]. In the present study, there was no difference in successful pass percentage between match times.
Greater severity of upper respiratory tract infection symptoms at baseline in players who participated in fewer minutes of the match is a very interesting finding, while not contrary to what was hypothesized. Research in young females who were either tennis players or non-athletes showed that the highest and lowest daily energy expenditure ($\geq 17,322$ kJ/day, $\leq 10,047$ kJ/day resp.) suffered the greatest occurrence of upper respiratory tract infection symptoms, while the girls whose energy expenditure was between 12,290 and 16,410 kJ/day experienced the lowest severity of these symptoms [171]. A reasonable assumption could be that the fringe players were on the lower end of this range, while those who contributed a great deal of minutes in matches were similar to the group between 12,290 and 16,410 kJ/day. Another possible explanation could be that this population follows the S-shaped curve proposed for various levels of training status and infection risk. Along this curve, infection risk drops from low to moderate exercise load, followed by highly trained athletes who have a high exercise load and possess the highest odds ratio for infection, ending with elite level athletes who maintain the highest workload and possess the lowest infection risk [172]. Mean distance covered during matches in players who essentially played the entire match was within the range given by Ademovic (2016)[173] for elite male soccer players and was similar to the mean total distance covered in international and domestic league matches in elite female soccer players [174]. Perhaps the starters and players playing large portions of the match belong in the category with elite athletes who maintain the highest exercise load, while the more symptom-susceptible fringe players could be considered highly-trained, yet do not maintain such a high exercise load.

The present study showed that higher playing time was significantly associated with having trouble keeping up enthusiasm to get things done. This finding is understandable considering the greater psychological stress experienced by playing more minutes. The psychological investment of playing soccer appears to diminish the ability of players to invest psychologically in activities outside of soccer. Physically demanding exercise has been reported to impair cognitive processing as measured by various paper tests in patients with chronic fatigue syndrome [175]. There is substantial evidence for the reverse relationship, indicating that physical fatigue and mental fatigue could be part of a vicious cycle. Time to exhaustion attributed to mental fatigue was significantly reduced in high-intensity cycling after 90 minutes of a cognitively demanding task [176]. Shot speed, accuracy, as well as distance run in the Yo-Yo
Intermittent Recovery Test Level 1 was reduced in experienced soccer players following a mentally fatiguing test [177]. Even short duration air travel has been shown to diminish points scored in a netball competition [178], and considering that three of the five matches in the present study were “away” matches, travel may have compounded the physiological impact of the match itself.

This study is unique in its analysis of physiological and psychological well-being over a multiple competitive matches making up an athletic season. Evaluating the combined effects of physiological and psychological stressors on the well-being of female soccer players has not but reasonably studied. The present study showed that maintaining energy-arousal prior to and during a match should be a focus of players and team staff. Players who are spending their first year training at a collegiate level (i.e. freshman) or players who are not at an elite level of fitness may require additional attention from medical staff and trainers. Academic motivation may be a struggle for players who experience greater mental load during matches (i.e. players who play the majority of minutes), as mental fatigue may limit mental investment in tasks after matches.

Limitations of this study include the use of a single team and investigation of only eighteen players. Seeing as only 11 players may play at a time, playing few minutes can be difficult to analyze and provide an inconsequential physiological and psychological impact, and many analysis must be conducted excluding the goalkeeper, there was a limited amount of data that could be collected from a single game. With different teams and more players, the effects of playing time would have been much easier and provide even stronger data. Analysis of only pre-game arousal state did not allow us to properly examine the impact of the game on energy- and tension-arousal, potentially insightful data considering no other questionnaires were administered post-game.

In conclusion, a five-match spring season appeared to affect groups of players differently, instead of as a whole as was hypothesized. Cardiovascular load showed a greater effect on psychological factors of well-being compared to percent of HRR. High energy-arousal improved passing performance and increased from the first to last match of the season. Infection risk was greater in players who played fewer minutes in matches, appearing to follow the S-shaped curve. The mental fatigue of soccer matches appeared to affect players who played the most to a greater effect by decreasing their motivation to make progress on daily life tasks.
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1. Adherence to the approved protocol, familiarity with, and adherence to the ethical standards of the Belmont Report, and LSU’s Assurance of Compliance with DHHS regulations for the protection of human subjects.
2. Prior approval of a change in protocol, including revision of the consent documents or an increase in the number of subjects over that approved.
3. Obtaining renewed approval (or submittal of a termination report), prior to the approval expiration date, upon request by the IRB office (irrespective of when the project actually begins); notification of project termination.
4. Retention of documentation of informed consent and study records for at least 3 years after the study ends.
5. Continuing attention to the physical and psychological well-being and informed consent of the individual participants, including notification of new information that might affect consent.
6. A prompt report to the IRB of any adverse event affecting a participant potentially arising from the study.
8. SPECIAL NOTE: When emailing more than one recipient, make sure you use bcc.

*All investigators and support staff have access to copies of the Belmont Report, LSU’s Assurance with DHHS, DHHS (45 CFR 46) and FDA regulations governing use of human subjects, and other relevant documents in print in this office or on our World Wide Web site at http://www.lsu.edu/irb
ACTION ON PROTOCOL APPROVAL REQUEST

TO: Neil Johannsen
    Kinesiology
FROM: Dennis Landin
    Chair, Institutional Review Board
DATE: March 2, 2017
RE: IRB# 3764
TITLE: Physiological and psychological well-being responses during the spring season in female soccer players

New Protocol/Modification/Continuation: Modification

Brief Modification Description: Timing of the salivary samples and data collection sheet players will complete.

Review type: Full ___ Expedited X ___ Review date: 3/2/2017
Risk Factor: Minimal X ___ Uncertain __________ Greater Than Minimal ______
Approved X ___ Disapproved __________

Approval Date: 3/2/2017. Approval Expiration Date: 2/8/2018

Re-review frequency: (annual unless otherwise stated)

Number of subjects approved: 15

LSU Proposal Number (if applicable):

Protocol Matches Scope of Work in Grant proposal: (if applicable)

By: Dennis Landin, Chairman

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING –
Continuing approval is CONDITIONAL on:

1. Adherence to the approved protocol, familiarity with, and adherence to the ethical standards of the Belmont Report, and LSU’s Assurance of Compliance with DHHS regulations for the protection of human subjects.
2. Prior approval of a change in protocol, including revision of the consent documents or an increase in the number of subjects over that approved.
3. Obtaining renewed approval (or submittal of a termination report), prior to the approval expiration date, upon request by the IRB office (irrespective of when the project actually begins), notification of project termination.
4. Retention of documentation of informed consent and study records for at least 3 years after the study ends.
5. Continuing attention to the physical and psychological well-being and informed consent of the individual participants including notification of new information that might affect consent.
6. A prompt report to the IRB of any adverse event affecting a participant potentially arising from the study.
8. SPECIAL NOTE: Make sure you use bcc when emailing more than one recipient.

*All investigators and support staff have access to copies of the Belmont Report, LSU’s Assurance with DHHS, DHHS (45 CFR 46) and FDA regulations governing use of human subjects, and other relevant documents in print in this office or on our World Wide Web site at http://www.lsu.edu/irb*
APPENDIX B.
ACTIVATION-DEACTIVATION ADJECTIVE CHECKLIST

Self-Assessment Inventory

INSTRUCTIONS: Following are some adjectives that describe people’s feelings. Please, read each of the adjectives and then indicate how you are feeling at this particular moment, by circling the appropriate response. There are no right or wrong answers, so do not spend too much time on any one item. Check to make sure you have responded to all the items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Feel</th>
<th>Be ready to decide</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Feel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Active</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Placid</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sleepy</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Jittery</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Energetic</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Intense</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Calm</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Tired</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Vigorous</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. At rest</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Drowsy</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Fearful</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Lively</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Still</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Wide-awake</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Clucked-up</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Quiet</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Full-of-pee</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Tense</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Wakeful</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thayer (1980)
APPENDIX C.
DAILY ANALYSIS OF LIFE DEMANDS IN ATHLETES QUESTIONNAIRE

DALDA Questionnaire
Monitors state of well being and mood state

(a = worse than normal, b = normal, c = better than normal)

Part A

1. a b c Diet
2. a b c Home Life
3. a b c School/college/work
4. a b c Friends
5. a b c Sports Training
6. a b c Climate
7. a b c Sleep
8. a b c Recreation
9. a b c Health

Part B

1. a b c Muscle Pains
2. a b c Techniques
3. a b c Tiredness
4. a b c Need for rest
5. a b c Supplementary Work
6. a b c Boredom
7. a b c Recovery Time
8. a b c Irritability
9. a b c Weight
10. a b c Throat
11. a b c Internal
12. a b c Unexplained aches
13. a b c Technique Strength
14. a b c Enough Sleep
15. a b c Between Session Recovery
16. a b c General Weakness
17. a b c Interest
18. a b c Arguments
19. a b c Skin Rashes
20. a b c Congestion
21. a b c Training Effort
22. a b c Temper
23. a b c Swelling
24. a b c Likability
25. a b c Runny Nose

Number of “a” Scores: _______

Increase in “a” scores suggests overreaching or overtraining.
APPENDIX D.  
WISCONSIN UPPER RESPIRATORY SURVEY-21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wisconsin Upper Respiratory Symptom Survey – 21 --- Daily Symptom Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Day:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please fill in one circle for each of the following items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How sick do you feel today?</th>
<th>Not sick</th>
<th>Very mildly</th>
<th>Mildly</th>
<th>Moderately</th>
<th>Severely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please rate the average severity of your cold symptoms over the last 24 hours for each symptom:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do not have this symptom</th>
<th>Very mild</th>
<th>Mild</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Severe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runny nose</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pugged nose</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sneezing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sore throat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratchy throat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cough</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoarseness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head congestion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest congestion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling tired</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over the last 24 hours, how much has your cold interfered with your ability to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Very mildly</th>
<th>Mildly</th>
<th>Moderately</th>
<th>Severely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Think clearly | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Sleep well | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Breathe easily | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Walk, climb stairs, exercise | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Accomplish daily activities | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Work outside the home | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Work inside the home | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Interact with others | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |
| Live your personal life | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 |

Compared to yesterday, I feel that my cold is...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very much better</th>
<th>Somewhat better</th>
<th>A little better</th>
<th>The same</th>
<th>A little worse</th>
<th>Somewhat worse</th>
<th>Very much worse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WURSS -21st (Wisconsin Upper Respiratory Symptom Survey) 2004
Created by Bruce Barrett MD PhD et al., UW Department of Family Medicine, 777 S. Mills St. Madison, WI 53715, USA
APPENDIX E.
PITTSBURGH SLEEP QUALITY INDEX

Sleep Quality Assessment (PSQI)

What is PSQI, and what is it measuring?
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) is an effective instrument used to measure the quality and patterns of sleep in adults. It differentiates "poor" from "good" sleep quality by measuring seven areas (components): subjective sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleeping medications, and daytime dysfunction over the last month.

INSTRUCTIONS:
The following questions relate to your usual sleep habits during the past month only. Your answers should indicate the most accurate reply for the majority of days and nights in the past month. Please answer all questions.

During the past month,

1. When have you usually gone to bed?
2. How long (in minutes) has it taken you to fall asleep each night?
3. What time have you usually gotten up in the morning?
4. A. How many hours of actual sleep did you get at night?
   B. How many hours were you in bed?

5. During the past month, how often have you had trouble sleeping because you
   A. Cannot fall asleep within 30 minutes
   B. Wake up in the middle of the night or early morning
   C. Have to get up to use the bathroom
   D. Cannot breathe comfortably
   E. Cough or snore loudly
   F. Feel too cold
   G. Feel too hot
   H. Have bad dreams
   I. Have pain
   J. Other reason (s), please describe, including how often you have had trouble sleeping because of this reason (s)

6. During the past month, how often have you taken medicine (prescribed or over the counter) to help you sleep?

7. During the past month, how often have you had trouble staying awake while driving, eating meals, or engaging in social activity?

8. During the past month, how much of a problem has it been for you to keep up enthusiasm to get things done?

9. During the past month, how would you rate your sleep quality overall?

Scoring

Component 1 #9 Score
Component 2 #2 Score (<15min, 16-30min (1), 31-60min (2), >60min (3))
   + #5a Score (if sum is equal 0=0; 1-2=1; 3-4=2, 5-6=3)
Component 3 #4 Score (70, 6-7 (1), 5-6 (2), <3 (2))
Component 4 (total # of hours asleep) / (total # of hours in bed) x 100
   >85%=0, 75%-84% (1), 65%-74% (2), <65% (3)
Component 5 # sum of scores 6 to 5j (0=0; 1-9=1; 10-18=2; 19-27=3)
Component 6 #6 Score
Component 7 #7 Score + #8 score (0=0; 1-2=1; 3-4=2, 5-6=3)

Add the seven component scores together

Global PSQI

A total score of "5" or greater is indicative of poor sleep quality. If you scored "5" or more it is suggested that you discuss your sleep habits with a healthcare provider.
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